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QoS in Packet Networks (The International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2004
QoS is an important subject that takes a central place in overall packet
network technologies. It is a complex subject and its analysis involves such
mathematical disciplines as probability, random variables, stochastic
processes, and queuing. These mathematical subjects are abstract and are
not easy to grasp for uninitiated...
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WiMAX Handbook (McGraw-Hill Communications)McGraw-Hill, 2005
Get a thorough introduction to WiMAX--the revolutionary new 802.16 IEEE standard for point-to-point and point-to-multipoint wireless broadband access. Written by networking expert Frank Ohrtman, this detailed guide annotates the 802.16 specification and explains how to design and build a robust, reliable, and secure WiMAX network that takes full...
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VoIP Handbook: Applications, Technologies, Reliability, and SecurityCRC Press, 2008
The number of worldwide VoIP customers is well over 38 million and thanks to popularity of inexpensive, high quality services such as skype is projected to increase to nearly 250 million within the next three years. The future of voice transport has officially arrived.
The VoIP Handbook: Applications, Technologies, Reliability, and...
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Computational Intelligence in Telecommunications NetworksCRC Press, 2000

	Telecommunications has evolved and grown at an explosive rate in recent years and will undoubtedly continue to do so. As its functions, applications, and technology grow, it becomes increasingly complex and difficult, if not impossible, to meet the demands of a global network using conventional computing technologies. Computational...
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Stochastic Network Calculus (Computer Communications and Networks)Springer, 2008
Network calculus, a theory dealing with queuing systems found in computer networks, focuses on performance guarantees. The development of an information theory for stochastic service-guarantee analysis has been identified as a grand challenge for future networking research. Towards that end, stochastic network calculus, the probabilistic version or...
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Windows XP NetworkingAddison Wesley, 2004
  			Windows XP: practical solutions for working network administrators  		

Deploying, managing, or supporting networks with Windows XP clients? Here's all the information you need to maximize reliability, security, and performance... and minimize hassles and aggravation!...
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Telecommunications Quality of Service Management: From Legacy to Emerging ServicesInstitution of Engineering and Technology, 2002
An understanding of the basic concepts of quality and its management is essential for the professional management of Quality of Service (QoS) in telecommunications. As people increasingly rely on the new services for their lifestyle and work, their expectations for high reliability and quality are bound to rise. QoS is therefore likely to become...
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Cisco Unity Connection (Networking Technology: IP Communications)Cisco Press, 2011

	This book, Cisco Unity Connection, by Dave Schulz, hits the bull’s-eye of its intended
	topic: Cisco Unity Connection. This book zeroes in on the target with clarity and depth.
	Anyone that uses or considers using the Cisco Unity Connection product needs a copy
	of this book to read when planning a deployment, administering the...
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Network Performance Engineering: A Handbook on Convergent Multi-Service Networks and Next Generation InternetSpringer, 2011

	During recent years a great deal of progress has been made in performance modelling and evaluation of the Internet, towards the convergence of multi-service networks of diverging technologies, supported by internetworking and the evolution of diverse access and switching technologies. The 44 chapters presented in this handbook are revised...
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Developing Enterprise Web Services: An Architect's GuidePrentice Hall, 2003
Build Web services with enterprise-class reliability, performance, and value

Web services are transforming IT, and represent a powerful new way to reduce cost and drive top-line growth throughout the enterprise. This book takes a no-nonsense view of architecting and constructing enterprise-class Web services and...
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Applications & Services in Wireless Networks (Innovative Technology Series)ISTE Publishing Company, 2002
The main challenge in providing mobile users with acceptable real-time multimedia
communication is to provide quality of service support in the context of i)
heterogeneous mobile communication networks, ii) a vast number of different
media formats and codecs, iii) a heterogeneous world of mobile terminals, and iv)
a large...
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Selecting MPLS VPN Services (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2006
A guide to using and defining MPLS VPN services

	Analyze strengths and weaknesses of TDM and Layer 2 WAN services
	Understand the primary business and technical issues when evaluating IP/MPLS VPN offerings 
	Describe the IP addressing, routing, load balancing,...
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